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Electron Signatures of Satellite Sweeping
in the Magnetosphere of Uranus
J. F. COOPER 1 AND E. C. STONE
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena

The Voyager 2 Cosmic Ray System found large-scalemacrosignaturesof satellite sweepingfor MeV
electrons near the orbits of the satellitesMiranda, Ariel, and Umbriel in the magnetosphereof Uranus.
Due to the large magneticinclinationsof satelliteorbits at Uranus, sweepingrates vary along the orbits
with the McIlwain L parameter. However, no evidence was found, where expected, for fresh sweeping
signatures at such positions. Although the maximal electron intensity occurs near Voyager 2's
minimum L (4.67) as predicted by the Q3 field model, the intensity minima in the macrosignatures
show large outward displacements(-<0.5 R u) from minimum-L positionsof the associatedsatellites.
These radial displacementsincreased with measuredelectron energy and at higher magnetic latitudes.
Pitch angle distributions are generally more anisotropic outside the macrosignatures and more
isotropic within, as determined from comparison of inbound and outbound intensity profiles at
different latitudes. These anisotropy measurementsprovide the basisfor latitudinal flux extrapolation,
which when coupled with power law scaling of spectral distributions allow the calculation of phase
space density profiles. The latter show local minima in the macrosignatures and are indicative of
distributed electron sourcesin the inner magnetosphereand/or nonadiabatictransport processessuch
as pitch angle scattering and magnetosphericrecirculation. Preliminary diffusion coefficients with

valuesDœœ
--• 10-7-10-6 Rs
2 andradialdependence
Dœœ
--•L3-L 4 havebeenestimated
for the
macrosignatures.The low-order L dependence of Dœœ is consistent with diffusion driven by
ionosphericdynamo. However, quantitative modelingof radial and pitch angle diffusionis required to
assessthe formative processesfor the macrosignaturesbefore more physically meaningful transport
parameters can be determined.

1.

INTRODUCTION

lite orbits in magnetic coordinates. Correlation of the principal signatureswith sweeping by Miranda, Ariel, and UmThe January 24, 1986, flyby of Voyager 2 past Uranus briel was first establishedwith the offset, tilted dipole (OTD)
[Stone and Miner, 1986] revealed a complex magnetosphere model for the planetary magneticfield [Ness et al., 1986], but
with an intense and highly energetic population of trapped neither the OTD model nor another dipole model derived
charged
particles.
Energetic
electrons
at energies
below102 directly from the CRS signatures [Stone et al., 1986] could
keV were detected immediately after crossing the inbound give exact alignments of these signatureswith positions of
magnetopauseby the Low Energy Charged Particle (LECP)
maximal satellite sweeping. Such positions are located near
[Krimigis et al., 1986] and the Cosmic Ray System (CRS) the two points in each orbit where a satellite crosses the
experiments; these electrons were also found by LECP at magneticequator, and these positions define the magnetic L
significant flux levels in the magnetotail neutral sheet after value [Mcllwain, 1961; Stone, 1963] of the innermost drift
the flyby. Inward from the magnetopause,LECP and CRS
shell reached by each satellite.
found increasing intensities and energies in the trapped
Although the sub-MeV electron signatures measured by
electron population which showed strong modulation by
LECP are reported to line up reasonably well with the
satellite
sweeping
at energies
above102 keV. CRSfoundthe
minimum-L positionsof the parent satellites[Krimigis et al.,
highest-energyelectrons, above 10 MeV, in the most intense
1986; Mauk et al., 1987], the CRS signatures(and those for
region inside the orbit of Miranda, where only the CRS
the
higher-energy LECP measurements) have intensity mincountingrates for electrons above 3 MeV could be analyzed
ima
significantly outward from these positions as first deterdue to saturation effects. Within the Miranda absorption
mined with the OTD model. We confirm this result with the
region, and beyond, the CRS responsewas approximately
linear, and as the present analysis concludes,there was no more accurate Q3 model [Connerney et al., 1987; Acut•a et
al., 1988], which includes dipole and quadrupole composignificantbackgroundfrom high-energyprotons.
In this paper we give a detailed account of general nents. Furthermore, the different signature profiles found
morphology for the observed signaturesof satellite interac- from inbound and outbound measurements at different magtions with the trapped electrons. Time profiles of the more netic latitudes are shown here to be associated with strong
energeticelectrons show deep and radially broad absorption radial variations in pitch angle anisotropiesin the macrosigfeatures, hereafter designated as macrosignatures, which nature regions. Since no evidence is found for time depenreflect the 60ø tilt angle between the dipole and rotational dence in the macrosignatures,particularly in that no fresh
axes and the correspondinglylarge inclinations of the satel- sweepingfeatures are found near minimum L or elsewhere,
we conclude that the displacementsreflect time-stationary
•Nowat ST Systems
Corporation,
Greenbelt,
Maryland.
characteristics of the balance between sources, radial transport, and sweepinglosses.There is no indication of residual
Copyright 1991 by the American Geophysical Union.

problemswith the field models; indeed, Q3 gives a precise
prediction of the time of maximum electron intensity with an
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error of AL --• 0.01, while the observed displacementsare
more than an order of magnitudelarger than that difference.
The satellite interaction with the trapped electrons can be
used to probe the nature and dynamics of sourcesand radial
transport mechanismswhich may have characteristicsignatures in electron populations observed within or near the
satellite sweeping regions. The fact that finite fluxes are
observedin sweptregionsis imm_
ediatelyindicativeof active
radial transport processesand/or distributed sources. The
radial extent and similarity in different satelliteregionsof the
observed macrosignaturesare strongly suggestiveof near
steady state conditions which produce these features as the
results of time-averaged sources, radial transport, and
sweeping losses.
The satellite sweepingprocesscan be well understoodin
terms of available theoretical models [Chenette et at., 1986;
Paonessa and Cheng, 1987; Cooper, 1990], but no evidence
is found of correlation with theoretical loss rate profiles for

singlesweepingepisodes.Indeed, we examinethe one case
(Umbriel's outbound macrosignature) where a narrow but
deep "microsignature" was expected in the absence of
diffusion, but not found, and thereby determinea local lower

and acceleration of electrons from the low-energy reservoir
in the outer magnetosphere,but this analysisdid not address
local variations within macrosignatures.The LECP analysis
[Cheng et al., 1987] showsa generally positive radial density
gradient at sub-MeV energies but finds significantgradient
reversals within the satellite sweeping regions, where local
density minima are suggestiveof additional sourceswithin
the inner magnetosphere.Since even larger deviations are
found at MeV energiesin the present work, the responsible
processesapparently become even more significantat higher
energies in comparison to effects of conventional inward
diffusionand acceleration. Further quantitative data analysis
and modeling of such processeswill be subjects of future
work [Selesnick and Stone, 1991].
2.

ENCOUNTER
MAGNETIC

GEOMETRY

IN

COORDINATES

Magnetic Field Models

The complex magnetic geometry of satellite sweepingat
Uranus requires accurate modeling of the planetary magnetic field for meaningful interpretation of the energetic
limit for the radial diffusion coefficient. This limit is in
trapped particle observations. Ness et at. [1986] initially
agreement with macrosignature-derived diffusion coeffi- definedthe first model (OTD) for the planetary magneticfield
cients estimated from the macrosignaturedimensionsand of Uranus in terms of a simple magnetic dipole tilted at 60ø
characteristictime scalesfor satellite sweeping.
with respect to the rotational axis of Uranus and offset by
Our anisotropy analysis reveals large radial variations in 0.31 Rv (1 Rv = 25,600 km) from the planet center.
pitch angle distributions which are characterized by more Subsequentanalysis of the Voyager magnetometer data by
isotropic distributions within the macrosignatures.These Connerney et at. [1987] and Acura et at. [1988] found an
variations may be signaturesof specificsourceor transport improvedfit to a planet-centeredmodel (Q3) with dipoleand
processes;a specificexample is the magnetosphericrecircu- quadrupoleterms, the latter being approximately equivalent
lation process [Nishida, 1976;Fujimoro and Nishida, 1990a, at large distancesfrom Uranus to offsetsof the dipoleby 0.31
b], which invokes conventional adiabatic diffusion for in- R t/along the rotationalaxis (i.e., sameas OTD) and by 0.15
ward diffusion and acceleration, pitch angle scattering, and R v in the equatorialplane perpendicularto that axis.
nonadiabatictransport at low altitudes to provide a "return
Acut•a et at. [1988] have calculated drift shell positions
current" of energized electrons to the outer magnetosphere from Q3 which are used in this work to determinemagnetic
without energy loss. Recently reported observationsin the coordinates of observed and predicted electron features.
Earth's magnetosphere[Baker et at., 1989] have confirmed Whenever we require precise locations in magnetic coordithe existence of the recirculation component,manifestedas nates, we utilize the Q3 model results; otherwise,the OTD
a field-aligned (i.e., dumbbell anisotropy) population of drift shells are used in theoretical (and usually illustrative)
electrons above 600 keV which shows correlation in intencalculationsof satellite orbits and sweeping rates. In some
sity with time variations in geomagneticindices (e.g., Kp).
cases(e.g., sweepingrates) the OTD-derived quantities may
Although the brief Voyager 2 flyby does not allow us to be rescaledto the most appropriateLmin value from Q3 so
explore time correlations, we can ask whether recirculation that reasonable accuracy is assured.
might account for the electron anisotropies at Uranus and
preferentially replenish the losses of more energetic elecSpacecraft and Satellite Coordinates
trons in the CRS response range. Alternatively, pitch angle
scattering alone may give rise to the morphology of the
The improvementprovided over OTD by the Q3 model in
macrosignature observations if wave-particle interactions determination of spacecraft trajectory in magnetic coordiare significantin the macrosignatureregions. Other possibil- natesis evident in Figure 1, where the calculatedtime profile
ities include effects of episodic diffusion [McKibben and of the spacecraft's local position with respect to the drift
Simpson, 1980] which might mimic observationalcharacter- shellparameterL showsdivergencesAL _<1 betweenthe Q3
istics of recirculation or other sources.
and OTD models. The time-dependent positions in L of the
The pitch angle anisotropiesmay also be used, in conjunc- satellites Miranda, Ariel, and Umbriel are also shown from
tion with power law scalingfor electron energy spectra, to Q3 in the same time period. The large dipole tilt is particucalculate phase space density profiles for the satellite re- larly evident in the periodic excursions of the satellite
gions, where these profiles allow differentiation between positionsin a broad region at L -> L min.
effectspurely due to radial gradients(i.e., intensityminimum
The Q3 model allows accurate calculation of drift shell
is not a density minimum) and physical effects of active locations for correlation with localized trapped particle
source and/or transport processes.Initial analysis of phase features, while OTD facilitates tractable numerical calculaspace densities [Stone et at., 1986] indicated that the high tions of longitudinally averaged parameters for satellite
fluxes of MeV electrons in the innermost magnetosphere sweeping [cf. Paonessa and Cheng, 1987; Cooper, 1990].
probed by Voyager 2 could be explained by inward diffusion The relation between the two models is further shown in
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in the Uranographicequatorialplane of the equivalentdipole
center for Q3; the magnetic orbit is closer to the Uranographic center at some longitudesthan at others.
The magnitudeof the equatorial offset affects the range of
variation in L min with respect to the OTD value for each
satellite. Since the satellite orbit crosses the plane of the
OTD equator twice, approximately at the same distance
from the dipole center, the OTD minimum L of each satellite

isuniquely
defined
byLmin = (a2 + Zo
2)1/2,wherea is the
semimajorradius of the satellite orbit and z0 is the OTD
offset on the Uranographic rotational axis (both in units of

OTD'•,.••"
2

R u). The OTD Lmin valuesfor Miranda, Ariel, and Umbriel
are 5.083, 7.463, and 10.39, respectively.
In contrast,the 0.15-Rs equatorialoffsetin Q3 producesa
bimodal dispersionAL --- _+0.15in the minimum-L valuesfor
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alternate crossings of the minimum-B equator at different
Uranographic longitudes. Table 1 lists the two most recent
minimum-L values for each satellite in the macrosignature
Fig. 1. Drift shell locationsin L of Voyager 2 and the satellites regionssampledduringthe Voyager 2 encounter. In general,
Miranda, Ariel, and Umbriel from the Q3 field model[Connerneyet the intensity minima in the regions were found outside the
al., 1987;Acufia et al., 1988].The OTD [Ness et al., 1986]trajectory corresponding
L minpositionsin the table. Only in the caseof
profile for Voyager 2 is also shownfor comparison.
Umbriel did a satellite pass through Lmin in the interim
between inbound and outbound observations and thereby
afford an opportunity for detection of recent sweeping efFigure 2, where the ratio B/B o (B is local magneticfield fects (which were not observed, as discussed in section 4).
magnitude,and B0 is the equatorialvalue at the sameL) is
The breadth and displacement(see sections3 and 4) of the
plotted versus L for the orbits of the satellites from each satellite macrosignatures,and the absence of satellite micromodel. With OTD the magneticorbit of each satellite can be signatures[Stone et al., 1986], preclude precision testing of
characterized approximately by a single curve in Figure 2, the planetary field model for Uranus with chargedparticle
except for minor deviationsdue to orbital eccentricitiesand data, but we can establish a single-point test utilizing the
inclinations,while the Q3 curvesshow a rangeof variation time of maximum electron intensity registered by CRS and
centered on the correspondingOTD curves for each satel- the time of Voyager 2's minimum L as predicted by the two
lite. The Q3 variation can be understoodin termsof an offset models. The maximum intensity for CRS electrons at Uranus was found at 1836 (---3 min) SCET (spacecraft event
time) (see the appendix). The correspondingvalue of L from
Q3 is 4.68 _+0.01 and is very near the calculatedminimumL
5.0
Time in Hours(SCET)
January24, 1986

of 4.666 for Voyager 2 at 1829:11 _+ 48 s SCET from Q3
(J. E. P. Connerney and M. H. Acufia, private communication, 1987). In contrast, the OTD field model predicts the
same minimum L for Voyager 2 at an earlier time of 1812:47
4.0

_+ 24 s SCET.

In the absenceof strong sweepingeffects, the correlation
of maximum intensity with minimum L of Voyager 2 is
expected from the inward diffusion and acceleration of
energetic electrons which increase the integral intensities of
accelerated electrons above fixed energy thresholds as L
decreases.The fact that maximum intensity was observed 7

3.0

min after reachingthe Q3 minimumL is consistentwith an
expectedlatitudinal gradient(see section5). However, the L
value at the flux maximum is only 0.01 greater than that at
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minimumL. This observationprovidesa one-pointtest of Q3
values for L which were calculated with the approximation
that drift shell splitting is negligible [Acufia et al., 1988].
Since the effects of high-order field componentsdecline at
larger distancesfrom Uranus, we assumethat the accuracy
of drift shell positions calculated from Q3 is better than
AL --• 0.01 in the macrosignatureregions where we localize
positions of intensity minima in L.

Fig. 2. B and L coordinatesof Voyager 2 and the satelliteorbits

with B normalizedto the equatorialvalueB0. The solidcurvesare
from Q3, and the variable orbits of the satellitesare delimited by
pairs of curves. The dashed curves show the OTD coordinates for

the satellitesand correspondto longitudinalaveragesof the Q3
curves.

CRS Responseto Pitch Angle Distributions
The nature of trapped particle distributions is such that
local fluxes vary in a predictable fashion as a function of
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TABLE 1. Satellite Absorption Signature Data

Satellite
Lmi
n
Satellite

Intensity
Minima
b

IB/OB a

Recent

Previous

E, MeV

L

B/Bo

SCET

IB
IB
IB
IB
OB
OB
OB
OB
OB

10.522
7.319
4.929
4.929
4.929
4.929
4.929
7.319
10.275

10.311
7.542
5.162
5.162
5.162
5.162
5.162
7.542
10.522

•>1.1
•>1.1
•>1.1
•> 3.1
•>1.1
•>2.7
•>3.1
•>1.1
•> 1.1

10.74 _ 0.03
7.84 _ 0.01
5.41 _ 0.03
.........
5.28 _ 0.01 c
5.34 -+ 0.03 c
5.40 _ 0.04
7.70 - 0.04 c
.........

1.00
3.09
2.86

1340:00 _ 48 s
1612:00 _ 48 s
1742:50 -+ 48 s

1.28
1.28
1.27
1.50

1918:51
1921:44
1924:08
2034:27

Umbriel
Ariel
Miranda
Miranda

Miranda
Miranda
Miranda
Ariel
Umbriel

_
-+
-+
-+

60
60
96
60

s
s
s
s

These L and B/Bovaluesfrom Q3 were suppliedby the Voyager magnetometergroup [Connerneyet at., 1987;Acutia et at., 1988;M.
Acufia and J. E. P. Connerney, private communication, 1987]. Three dots indicate that the local intensity minimum was not observed.
aInbound (IB) and outbound (OB).

t'Determined
from6-sand96-scounting
rates.
CDatagap contributesto uncertainty in positionof minimum.

local field B and the local pitch angle a for some types of
pitch angle distributions. Integrated over all pitch angles,the

omnidirectionalflux varies as J(L, B) or (Bo/B) n along a
field line of constant L for "pancake" pitch angle distribu-

MeV in the inner magnetosphere of Uranus. The energy
thresholds (1.1-10 MeV) for CRS counting rates are calculated by the bow tie approximation [Fillius and Mcllwain,
1974; Van Allen et al., 1974] for responseof single, shielded

tionsoftheformj(L, B, a) ocsin2na/Bn' Duringmostofthe

detectors

encounter the omnidirectional approximation is appropriate,
consideringthe wide-angle responseof most CRS detectors
(see section 5). The large inbound changesin B/Bo during
traversal of the Ariel and Miranda regions would therefore
produce the largest flux variations for nonzero values of n.
In the absence of significant time variations the omnidirec-

instrument details are given in the appendix. The radial
coverages of the electron measurements decrease with increasing energy as the measured intensities fall to background levels, such that the highest-energy electrons (->10
MeV) were detected by CRS only inside the orbit of Miranda. The relatively small electron detectors used in the
LECP experiment allow more linear counting rate measurements at the highest electron intensities for energies -<0.8
MeV but have limited radial coverage at higher energiesdue
to low count rates. The most nearly comparable LECP and

tional fluxes near L --• 8.5 inbound and outbound would have

been equal, while the inbound and outbound fluxes measured at other L values might have shown large relative
variations dependent on the local anisotropies. Moreover,
these anisotropies can be estimated wherever omnidirectional fluxes are measured at different latitudinal positions,

to electrons.

Definition

of the rates

and other

CRS electron thresholds are at 853 keV and 1.1 MeV,

as discussed in section 5.

In interpreting time profiles for CRS countingrates it is of
interest to know when directional response may become
significant. In this case a highly directional sensor would
respond to the directional flux j(L, B, a). Figure 3 shows
time profilesof local pitch anglesin OTD and Q3 coordinates
for the pointing directions of symmetry axes for three CRS
sensor heads used in the present analysis: the electron
telescope(TET), high-energytelescopeI (HET-I), and highenergy telescope II (HET-II) (see the appendix). The irregularity in the inbound profiles may be attributed in part to
several spacecraft roll maneuvers (see Figure 4). The OTD

8o

6o

and Q3 profiles for each sensordiffer by less than 10ø, a

I

negligibledifference in view of the wide-angle responses(see
section 5). Note that the differences are least outbound,
when the differencesin OTD and Q3 L valuesof Voyager 2
(see Figure 1) are also minimal. Since such differences are
insignificantwith respectto other uncertaintiesin our anisotropy analysis (e.g., the parameterization of the pitch angle
distributions with respect to two-point measurements on
each drift shell), we follow the LECP authors [Mauk et al.,
1987] in using OTD pitch angles for the present anisotropy
analysis in section 5.

• 80•

3.

ELECTRON

MEASUREMENTS

Overview of Time Profiles
Figure 4 showsthe large dynamic range of CRS and LECP
response to electrons at energies of -<0.1 MeV to above 10

o

20

6O

4O

2O

TIME IN HOURSOF DAY24, 1986 (SCET)

Fig. 3. Comparisonof time profilesfor local pitch anglesof the
boresight pointing directions for the TET, HET-I, and HET-II
telescopes in the Voyager 2 Cosmic Ray System (CRS) (see the
appendix). Solid and dashed curves are for pitch angles calculated
with the OTD and Q3 field models,respectively.
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Time in Hours(SCET)
January 24. 1986

Fig. 4. Integralcountingratesversusspacecraft
eventtime (SCET) in hoursof day 24, 1986,for the following
electronenergythresholds
andassociated
CRS detectors:1.1MeV (D1L), 3.1 MeV (C4H), 6.0 MeV (C3H), 7.6 MeV
(C4L), 8.5 MeV (C2L), and10.3MeV (C3L). In comparison
we alsoshowLECP countingratesfor 22- to 35-keV, 112to 183-keV,and 480- to 853-keVelectrons[Mauk et al., 1987].All countingratesin this figurewere renormalizedfor
comparison
of timeprofileshapes,
andtheordinatescalevaluesdonotreflecttheactualcountratelevels.For reference

theCRScounting
ratesatpeakintensities
near1830
SCETare4.8x 104, 1.2x 104, 1.8X 103,3.3x 102,5.0x 10l,
and2.0 x 101cps,respectively,
andtheLECPratevalues
canbefoundin Figure8 ofMauket'al.[1987].
Pairsof
verticallinesmarkspacecraft
crossing
timesat thetwo mostrecentminimum-Lpositions
of Miranda(M), Ariel (A),
and Umbriel (U). Vertical arrowsmark the onsettimesfor spacecraftroll maneuvers.

respectively, but only the latter provides complete radial
coverage of the satellite signaturesin the MeV range. The

Dependenceon Orientation and Latitudinal Position

Variations in spatial orientation of the charged particle
instruments(see Figure 3) should be co•nsideredin the
time, which are discussedin the appendix and would be interpretationof profiles in Figure 4. The wide-anglereminimalin regionsof interest(i.e., satellitemacrosignatures) sponseto MeV electronsmakes this effect relatively less
for this paper. Our assessmentof possibleproton compoCRS data are shown without corrections for counting dead

significant
for CRS, in comparison
to the morecollimated

nents in the nominal electron countingrates is also discussed
response
of theLECP instrument
at sub-MeVenergies.
The
in the appendix.
three roll maneuversindicatedin Figure 4 did not o.ccurin
The satellitesweepingsignaturesare major componentsin
regionsandshoweda percep[!bl
e effect
the observed variations of the electron counting rates in the CRSsignature

only for the one near 1445SCET. The sharpstep near 1802
Figure 4. Except for smalldata gapsthe radial coveragesof
SCET in the lowest-energyprofiles from LECP did result
the signaturesfor Miranda, Ariel, and Umbriel are complete
from the associatedroll maneuverand had no relation to
at > 1.1-MeV energiesin the CRS data and for thresholdsat
and below 480 keV in the LECP data. The CRS counting

rates at higher energy thresholds, >3.1 MeV, are clearly
more restricted in radial coverage by high background
levels. In some casesthe signaturesare not clearly resolved
as local minima but appear only as transitionsin the local
radial intensity gradients, such as near 2126 SCET for the
outboundUmbriel signature.Near the time correspondingto
the local minimum of the 480- to 853-keV signature for
Miranda near 1750 SCET, there is a minimum in the _>I.1MeV rate, slightly deeper than that of the 480- to 853-keV
profile, but not in the >-3.1-MeV rate, even thoughthe latter
rate is well above background at that time. In general, the
local minima of the CRS signaturesare better resolvedin the

inboundprofiles, due to the more expandedscale of L in
time and the lesser impact of data gaps. The HET-I (see
Table A1 in the appendix)countingrates for ->3.1-MeV and
>-6.0-MeV electrons have some unfortunate data gaps in the
outbound Miranda and Ariel signatures, which were accen-

tuated by the 3-min gaps due to cycling of these and other
energy thresholds in the HET-I sensor.

satellite sweeping.

The omnidirectionalintensity of trapped particles varies
stronglyas a functionof latitudinalpositionin someregions
of the magnetosphere.The inverse correlation of the observedintegralcountingratesto B/Bo is shownas a function
of L in Figure 5. The variation in electron rates near the
inbound-outbound crossover at L -• 8.5 indicates a strong

dependenceon B/Bo and a significantdegreeof stabilityin
trapped electron distributionsfor the intervening6 hours.
The increasein B/Bo by a factor of 3 from 1445 SCET to
1639SCET partiallyaccountsfor the declinesin all counting
rates during this period, althoughthe order of magnitude
decreasesat energiesabove 480 keV in Figure 4 are also
partiallydue to satellitesweepingby Ariel. In comparison
the outboundAriel signatureappearsat a relatively constant

value of B/Bo '• 1.5 and may better representthe radial
structure in the Ariel region.

The lack of recognizableintensity minima in some signaturesis correlatedwith spacecraftpositionat largevaluesof

B/Bo, althoughenergydependenceis also involved. For
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section 6) should be very long, due to longitudinal drift

5

resonance

with the orbital

motion

of satellites

in the coro-

tating magnetic field frame.
The apparent exception in the observations to the expected energy dependenceis the modulation in the 22- to
35-keV profile at 1900-1920SCET when none was evident at
112-183 keV. This modulation is tentatively attributed
(B. H. Mauk, private communication, 1990) to the presence
in the inner magnetosphereof an hot Maxwellian component

in theelectronspectrum
below102keV. Below10keV the
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Voyager 2 Plasma Science Experiment (PLS) found evidence of spacecraftchargingat 1920-2150 SCET which was
thought to be caused by enhancements of fluxes above 10
keV [Sittler et al., 1987]; this enhancement is evident in the
22- to 35-keV profiles of Figure 4 at 1930-2030 SCET. It is
possible that this enhancementis associatedwith Voyager
2's outbound approach near the magnetic equator at L --• 6
during this period and/or with day-night asymmetriesin the
magnetospherichot plasma. In any case the time structurein
the 22- to 35-keV profile at 1900-2050 SCET is unlikely to be
associatedwith satellite sweeping.

L(Q3)

Fig. 5. (Top) Normalized field magnitude(B/Bo) at Voyager 2
as functionof drift shellparameterL from Q3 field model. A•ows
indicate inboHnd and OHtboHndpotions of trajectory. (Bottom)
Integral counting rates versHs L for •I.I-MeV
(D1L) and •3.1MeV (C4H) electrons. The radial ranges of the two most recent
minimum-L positions are delimited for Miranda (M), AHel (A), and
Umbriel (U). Note the inverse co,elation of counting rates with
BIB O. A time of 6 hours elapsedbetween inbound and OHtboHnd
traversals of the crossover point near L • 8.5.

example, there is no minimum in the outbound Umbriel

signatureat B/B o -> 2, but the nearlyequatorial(i.e., B/Bo
1.0) observation inbound shows a significant minimum.
Although minima in other satellite signaturesdo appear both
inbound and outbound for ->1.1-MeV electrons, the higherenergy profiles for ->3.1-MeV electrons show a large inbound-outbounddifferencein Figure 5, againcorrelatedwith

the relative inbound-outboundvalues of B/B o, where the
deep minimum outbound did not appear in the inbound
profile. The convergenceof the higher-energyprofilesat L -<
5.4 indicatesa large radial variation in electronanisotropyin
the Miranda sweeping region for these energies, tending
toward more isotropic fluxes at and inward of the signature
minimum.

Energy Dependence

The energy dependenceof satellite sweepingis evident in
the very different levels of satellite-associatedmodulationin
the profiles of Figure 4 for electrons below 183 keV and
above 480 keV. The relatively small modulations in the
low-energy profiles (exceptions for 22-35 keV at 1900-2050
SCET are noted below) are due primarily to changes in
spacecraft orientation and latitudinal position, while the
increasingly deeper modulationsabove 480 keV are due to
sweeping. Theoretical calculations [Chenette et al., 1986;
Paonessa and Cheng, 1987; Cooper, 1990] indicate that
increased absorption (approximately proportional to elec-

tronkineticenergy)shouldoccurat energies
above102keV
as observed. Little absorption is expected in the lowestenergy LECP electron channel, where sweepingtimes (see

4.

MACROSIGNATURE

POSITIONS

In this section we will discuss the relative positions of
minimum measured intensities in the macrosignatureswith
respect to the minimum-L positions of the associatedsatellites. It is clearly evident in Figures 4 and 5 that the
signatureswith recognizableintensity minima appear radially outside the range of minimum-L positions for the
correspondingsatellites. Figures 6-11 show expanded profiles of the signaturesas measured by CRS counting rates
with maximum

time resolution

of 6 s. The vertical

arrows

mark times where the spacecraft crossed the two most
recent minimum-L positionsof a satellite orbit in drift shell
coordinates. The prior times at which the satellite was at
these positionsare given in Table 1, and the differencesin
hours from the spacecrafttimes are shown above the minimum-L arrows. These time differences provide a measureof
the signature "ages" since the times of recent absorption.
Our estimates of the approximate times for detection of
intensity minima are also marked by arrows.
Umbriel

The inbound Umbriel signaturein Figure 6 is particularly
interesting because it falls within a time period when the

spacecraftwas very near the minimum-Bequatorat B/Bo <
1.01. During this period, CRS sampled the entire electron
populationon the local drift shells,includingthe equatorially
trapped component. The inbound 6-s counting rates for
> 1.1-MeV electrons (TAN counting rate as defined in the
appendix) prior to 1339 SCET fall rapidly into a broad
minimum region which extends from the transition in radial
gradient near that time until the onset of a data gap at
1344-1349 SCET. Although the radial width of the broad
minimum region may well extend into the data gap, this
region is clearly not confined to the minimum-L range of
Umbriel but extendsoutward 0.2-0.4 R u from the two most
recent minimum-L positionsof Umbriel. Due to the significant scatter of the 6-s points the intensity minima for this
signature and some others are determined with 96-s averages. This macrosignatureis the only one out of five with
recognizableintensity minima (not found for outboundUmo
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B/Bo

briel macrosignature)in which the observed minimum was
closest to, but still outside, the most recent minimum L of
the parent satellite. Note that no significantfeature appears
in the rising inward profile at the earlier minimum-L posi-
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A pronouncedintensity minimum does not appear in
Figure 7 for the outboundsignature,which showsinsteada
radial gradient transition at L --• 10.3-10.4 into a relatively
fiat profile extendingwell beyondthe broadminimumof the
inboundsignature.The absenceof the outboundminimumis
probably a latitude effect and cannot be associatedwith
effects of recent sweepingas suggestedby Acuga et al.
[1988], althoughUmbriel did reach its most recent minimum
L at 10.275 only 46 min before Voyager 2 arrived at that
position. Due to the large separationin magneticlongitude,
no fresh drift shadowor "microsignature" of Umbriel would
have appeared in the 1- to 2-MeV electronsmeasuredby
CRS, except in a narrow region at L --• 10.28-10.32.
In Figure 7 we also show that detectabledrift shadowsat
1.1-1.5 MeV would have been producedas Umbriel moved
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inward toward its minimum L, while shadows for higher
energies would have been produced during its outward
movement thereafter. In this region a deep microsignature
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might have been observed, since the drift shadow would
have affected measurableelectrons at all local pitch angles,
Fig. 7. Expandedtime (SCET) profile for outboundmacrosigbut it appears to have been dispersedby radial diffusion
nature of Umbriel. Radial positions are marked with arrows for
[e.g., Van Allen et al., 1980], as discussedfurther in section Voyager2's expectedinterceptof drift shadowsformed at selected
6. Outside the drift shadowregionthe macrosignatureprofile electron energiesby Umbriel's most recent passagetoward and
away from minimum L. Shadows for energies below 1.5 MeV
formed during the satellite's inward passage, and higher-energy
shadows formed later as it moved outward.
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At L =

1.3-MeV shadow would have drifted westward (i.e., in the opposite
directionto corotation)over a magneticlongitude(OTD) interval of
277øin a time of about 53 min before reaching Voyager 2. Due to the

At L

-

10.286 the effect of finite satellite

diameter gives the shadow a finite energy band in the range of
1.1-1.6 MeV at the time of intercept. In this band the shadowaffects
about 80% of the integral electron flux above 1.1 MeV.
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is most likely a quasi-stablefeature formed by radial transport and absorptionover many sweepingepisodes.
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January24, 1986
Fig. 6. Expanded time (SCET) profile from 6-s countsof TAN
for -• 1.1-MeV electrons in the inbound macrosignatureof Umbriel.
The 1tr error limits are shown at high and low count levels. Vertical
arrows mark the two most recent minimum-L drift positions of
Umbriel and the approximatetime (_+48s) of minimum intensity in
the macrosignature.The times t a since Umbriel was last at the
minimum-L positions are given with the correspondingL values.
The top scalesgive local valuesof L and B/B o correspondingto the
time axis.

Ariel

,

The inbound(Figure 8) and outbound(Figure 9) signatures
for Ariel both have recognizableminima with displacements
of /XL - 0.4-0.5 from the same minimum-L position for
Ariel. The minimum intensity point in the outboundsignature has been estimatedwithin the data gap by extrapolation
of the well-defined profiles on each side of the gap, the
minimum being located closer to the inner edge at L - 7.76
than to the outer edge. The larger displacement of the
inbound minimum is correlated with a larger value of B/Bo
(refer to Table 1). The small difference from that found
inboundis clearly not so marked as might be expected (see

section 5) from the large differencesin B/Bo, especially
considering
the largeinbound-outbound
asymmetryfoundin
the Umbriel signaturesat lower values B/Bo -• 2, and
indicatesa more isotropic electron populationin the Ariel
microsignatureregion(see section5). The large time intervals (5.3 and 9.0 hours) since Ariel was at the most recent
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profiles inbound is correlated, as before in the Umbriel
signatures,with measurementsat large values of B/Bo and
with radial variations in anisotropy distributions for steady
state absorption features.
The inbound-outbound difference in the Miranda signatures is large for the >3-MeV electrons but not evident for
the lower thresholds, which have similar profiles inbound
and outbound. Although dead time corrections for profiles
from the D1 detector are relatively more important at the
higher intensities outbound, the similar shapes of the D1L
(TAN) and B2H profiles suggestthat these corrections are

;
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from TET) and B2H (HET-I) detector data. We therefore
conclude that the principal difference between profiles for
different thresholdsarisesfrom the energy dependencein the
time-averaged absorption signatures. Broader regions of
significantabsorption with increasingenergy would be consistent with increased efficiency for satellite sweeping at
higher energies. The absence of a minimum in the >3-MeV

(.)

10

not largeat 6-s ratesnearand below 105/6s. The strong
energy dependenceof the outbound profiles is probably not
an artifact of nonlinear rate response at high intensities.
16100
' 16110
' 161:20
' 16130
' 16•:40
' 16:50
Broadening of the satellite sweeping regions at higher energies and magnetic latitudes might account for the inboundTime (SCET)
outbound asymmetry at the higher energies (see section 5).
January24, 1986
The data gap in the outbound Miranda data makes the
Fig. 8. Expanded time (SCET) profile for inbound macrosignature location of the signature minima uncertain, but the 6-s count
of Ariel. Refer to caption for Figure 6.
rates on each edge of the gap allow us to set limits on the
position of the minima. The lower thresholddata show lower
rates at the inner edge of the gap at L --- 5.27. The higher
minimum L (7.32) explain the absenceof localized signatures threshold data show lower counts on the outward edge at
at those positions inbound and outbound, particularly since L --- 5.34 and indicate an energy-dependent effect in the
diffusion dispersed the otherwise observable Umbriel drift observed radial locations of intensity minima which is further indicative of broader regions of significant sweeping by
shadow on a much shorter time scale.
Miranda at higher energies. The data from 96-s averages
ARIEL-

INBOUND

i

Miranda

The high electron intensities in the Miranda signatures
provide the only opportunity for study of the dependenceof
signature shapes on electron energies in the CRS energy
range. The various integral count data (see Table A1 in the
appendix) in Figure 10 and Figure 11 have electron thresholds near either

1 or 3 MeV

and excellent

statistics
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near L --- 5.4 for > 1.1-MeV electrons is clearly not present in
the profiles for the higher thresholds which continue to
decline in the region at L > 5.4. Despite differences in
geometric response factors and pointing directions the declines in the >3-MeV profilesfrom the C4H, B2L, and D1H
detectors (respectively from sensors HET-I, HET-II, and
TET) are similar. The nearly identical profiles for B2L and
D1H inbound apparently arise from very similar pointing
directions, although we do not have detailed models of
directional response for rates, such as these, with low
efficiencies for response to electrons above the nominal
energy thresholds in Table A1. Similarity also appearsin the
profiles for >I.I-MeV
electrons from the D1L (TAN rate

7.3

1.46

I

high counting rates. The data with 3 MeV thresholds are all
well above cosmic ray background levels by an order of
magnitude in the Miranda signatures but are backgroundlimited in the other signatures.Again, we find no features at
the most recent minimum L (4.93) which could be remnants
of the last sweeping episode many hours earlier.
The inbound signature shows a striking change in profile
between
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Fig. 9.

Expanded time (SCET) profile for outbound macrosignature of Ariel. Refer to caption for Figure 6.
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show the same effect, althoughthe cycling of HET-I and the
C4 detector (see the appendix)result in a poorer definitionof
the minimum for the C4H rates. The nearly equal values of
two consecutive points for C4H near L --• 5.40 are consis-
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Comparison With Sub-MeV Observations
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The LECP experiments [Mauk et al., 1987] have reported
that the intensity minima in satellite signaturesat sub-MeV
energies(->22 keV) are (p. 15,292) "reasonably well-aligned
with the average satellite minimum L shell positions" as
determinedfrom the Q3 field model. The fact that this is not
confirmed at MeV energies motivates a closer look at the
published LECP data. Figure 8 in the paper of Mauk et al.
shows the time-intensity profiles of their electron counting
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rates with thresholds from 22 keV to 853 keV. Some of these

rates are reproduced in our Figure 4. Although the absorption features are indeed generally aligned with satellite
minimum-L shell positions, closer examination indicates
that the counting rate minima lie outside the most recent
minimum-L positions of Miranda and Ariel. In the case of
the inbound Umbriel macrosignaturethe observedminimum
does lie nearest the most recent minimum-L position. The
relatively larger displacementsat MeV energiesin the CRS
profilesare correlatedwith the effect of strongersweepingat
higher energies. Similar effects are also evident in Mauk et
al.'s Figure 9, where the outbound proton profiles show
increasinglylarge displacementsup to 1.0 R u in the higher-
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Fig. 11. Expanded time (SCET) profile for outbound macrosignature of Miranda. Refer to caption of Figure 10.

energy channels, but these are probably due to stronger
dependenceof sweepingon gyroradius for protons than for
electrons [Paonessa and Cheng, 1987].
Becauseof these energy dependences,it is not possibleto
attribute the observed displacementsto errors in the Q3
magnetic field model. On the other hand, the displacement
effect prevents more precise tests of field models with
respect to locations of signature minima than that already
discussed by Stone et al. [1986]. These locations were
sensitive mainly to the direction and degree of tilt for the
magnetic dipole axis and did not place significantconstraints

on higher-order,quadrupoletermsin the Q3 model[Acutiaet
al., 1988]. A more stringent test of consistencywith Q3 is
provided by the location of the electron intensity maximum
near closest approach in L to Uranus (see section 2).
5.

PITCH

ANGLE

ANISOTROPY

Measurement Approach

103L

102

17:30
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B2L•

17:40

17:50

18:00

Time (SCET)
January24, 1986
Fig. 10. Expanded time (SCET) profile from TAN for inbound
macrosignatureof Miranda, with 6-s counts shown from B2L rate
(->2.7-MeV electrons) and 96-s counts from B2H (->I.I-MeV electrons), C4H (->3.1-MeV electrons), and D1H (->3.0-MeV electrons).
Minimum intensity time is delimited only for ->1.1-MeV electrons,
sinceno local minimum is evident at higher energies.Other data are
describedin caption of Figure 6.

The inbound-outbounddifferencesin the radial profiles of
the macrosignaturescan be used to estimate local indices (n)
for pancake-type distributions (see section 2), but the estimated values depend on assumptionsabout the directionality of the detector response.In general, the true anisotropies
fall in the range between those estimated for a detector
measuringthe omnidirectionalflux J(L, B) and for a highly
direct;onalone measuringj(L, B, a). The responseof a real
detector involves an integration of the incident electron
distributions over a finite range of angles 0 and gives an
observedintegral intensity J(L, B, a) • g(a, n)/B n, where
g(a, n) is the average fraction of the omnidirectional intensity measured for a given pointing direction and anisotropy
index. The calculation of g(a, n) requires an iterative
approachsince the value of n is determined by the measure-
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ments. In order to allow nonintegral values of n we have
chosena numerical method for evaluationof flux integrals
for each stage of the iteration.
For dead-time-corrected (see the appendix) D1L event
rates R] and R2, respectively measured inbound and outbound, the estimatedanisotropyindex for a given drift shell

8O

is n = log(R]/R2)/log(X1/X2)wherex ocB- • is applicable
for anomnidirectional
detector,x orsin2 odBfora directional

.•

70

o

60

!.u

50

!

•-

40

one, and x or#(a, no)/B for wide-angleresponse.For the
latter we use the omnidirectional

30

value of n as the first

estimate(no), perform Monte Carlo integrationto compute
#(a•, no) and #(a2, no), and then computea new value ofn.
Stable values of n result after one or two iterations of this

x 2.0

procedure.

The true responseof the >I.I-MeV (D1L) countingrate
can characterized by a simple model due to the monotonic
variation of the electron incidence threshold as a function of

axial angle. The thresholdhas a minimal value of 1.0 MeV on
axis and increases slowly to 1.1 MeV at 0--• 400-50ø,
increasing rapidly thereafter to 1.6 MeV at 600-70ø (A. C.
Cummings, unpublisheddata, 1986). For these thresholds,
and with typical energy spectrafor MeV electrons[Stone et
al., 1986], the integral energy response is an order of
magnitude higher above 1.0 MeV than above 1.6 MeV. A
crude approximation to the D1L response is a uniform

>, 1.$
o
o

.-• 1.0
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0.5

0.0
4.0

3.5

acceptance
conebounded
by 0ma
x -- COS
-1 (1 - G/2rrA)
53ø, whereG --• 11cm2 sr is the bowtie geometric
factor

0 3.0
from Table A1 and A --• 4.5 cm2 is the sensitive area of
detector D1. Note that an ideal, isotropic detector (i.e., a
sphere) with cross-sectionalarea A has a total geometric
2.0
factor of 4rrA and 0ma
x -- 180ø. Although the D1 detector
actually has a flat annular geometry, which gives half as
1.5
much geometricfactor as a spherefor the same value of A
and an equivalentmaximumacceptanceangleof 62ø, there is
1.0
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12 13 14 15
no attempt here to include the angularscatteringof electrons
L (Q3)
in shielding,so there is little to be gainedby more precise
modelingof the detector geometry.The above model allows
Fig. 12. (Top) Boresight direction of the electron telescope
us to test the directional response component which is (TET) in local pitch angle a from the OTD field model and as a
generally overwhelmed by the large latitudinal excursionsof functionof the local drift shellL from Q3. Inboundand outbound
profilesmarkedby solidand dottedcurves,respectively.Thejagged
Voyager 2 in magnetic coordinates.

appearanceof the inboundprofile is due in part to roll maneuvers
which are noticeably absent outbound. (Middle) Calculated values
of the anisotropy index n for three models of D1L (>I.I-MeV
Anisotropy Indices
electrons) response: omnidirectional (solid curve), wide angle
The middle panel in Figure 12 shows radial profiles of (dots), and directional (dashed curve). The excluded interval at L
8.3-9.1 is nearthe spacecrafttrajectorycrossoverin B/Bo wheren
anisotropy indices calculated from inbound and outbound cannotbe calculatedaccurately.The radial positionsfor minimum-L
profiles of the D1L counting rate for the three response valuesof satellites(M, A, U) and electronintensityminima(arrows
models.The corresponding
profilesfor the local pitch angle for inbound and outbound) are marked for comparisonwith ob(OTD valuesused due to negligibledifferencesfrom thoseof served dips in the anisotropy profiles. (Bottom) Isointensityconwith respectto B/Bo andL coordinates
fromQ3. Eachcontour
Q3; seeFigure3) of the TET boresightandfor the spacecraft tours
is mirror symmetricwith respect to the minimum-Bequator and
positionin B/B o are shownin the top and bottompanels, correspondsto a constant omnidirectional intensity in units of
respectively. As predicted, the values of n for ideal re- dead-time-corrected
(see the appendix)countingratesfor D 1L. The
sponsesdelimit the wide-angle values from the Monte Carlo wide-anglevalues of n are used for extrapolationfrom intensities
integrations.The convergenceof all indicesto a value near measuredalongthe Voyager 2 trajectory, which is also shownin the
samecoordinates.The countingrate incrementbetweenneighboring

0.25 in the Ariel macrosignaturereflectsthe largevariationin

B/Bo inboundandthe nearlyequalvaluesof a• anda2. The
effect of pointingdirection on the wide-angleresponseis
potentially strongestfor the anisotropyprofiles in the Miranda macrosignaturewhere a decreasesto 30øinboundand
is nearly constant at 60ø outbound.
The striking features in all three macrosignatureregions
are the large dips in anisotropy toward more isotropic
values,the effect beinglargestin the Ariel regionwhere the
measurements were made with the largest inbound-

contours is a factor of 2. Note that the contours are discontinuous in

the vicinity of the crossover interval since no information on n is
available

there.

outbound difference in B/Bo. The Ariel dip is centered
within the minimum-L region for that satellite and is therefore well

inward

from

the drift

shells of the measured

intensity minima in the Ariel macrosignature.The anisotropy dip in the Miranda region is centered at a more
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1.0

intermediate position near the outbound intensity minimum
at L --- 5.28. We recall from the discussionof Figure 5 that
the most isotropic point in the Miranda macrosignature
profiles for >3.1-Mev electrons occurs near L •- 5.4 and not
in the minimum-L region. Thus the anisotropy profiles
reflect to some degree the energy dependencefound in the
intensity minima for the Miranda region. In the Umbriel
macrosignaturethe minimum values of n, •-1.3-1.4, lie in a
broader range at L --- 10.0-10.8, the inbound intensity
minimum being in the vicinity of a local minimum in n. The
small rise in n within this region is associated with the
outbound

transition

feature
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0.8
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at L --- 10.34.

Intensity Contours

0.4

The contributions of anisotropy effects to the observed
macrosignaturesare graphically demonstratedin the bottom
panel of Figure 12, where we show isointensitycontoursand
their relationship to the Voyager trajectory in magnetic
coordinates.For given drift shellsthe positionsin B/Bo of
contours at constant, omnidirectional intensity are calcu-

0.2

latedusingtherelationB = B•(R•/R)TM,whereR is the

B/Bo=1.0

B/Bo=2.0

contour intensity in D1L counting rate units, R• is the
0.0
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
measured intensity inbound or outbound, B• is the field
magnitude at the measurementposition, and n is our best
L / Lmi
n
estimate (i.e., the wide-angle response value) of the local
Fig. 13. Fractions of electronsobservedat constantB/Bo which
anisotropyindex. Note that small values of n result in more mirror
below the satellite orbit. These fractions are calculated as
nearly vertical contours (i.e., intensity is less dependent on
functionsof L/Lmin for differentvalues of B/Bo and anisotropy
B/Bo), while large values produce more nearly horizontal indexn of a pitchangledistribution
j(a) ocsin2na.
ones(i.e., radial intensity variationsare less significant).The
more nearly vertical contours cluster in the minimum-L
regionswhere observedintensitiesrise rapidly inward, while Effects on Satellite Sweeping
intensity minima occur in more anisotropic regions associSatellite absorption of the omnidirectional electron flux
ated with horizontal rollovers of the contours outward from
varies with L > Lmin and B/B o along a satelliteorbit [e.g.,
the minimum-L regions.
Paonessa and Cheng, 1987] and may have observable sigCRS shouldobservelocal minima or maxima in intensity natures in pitch angle distributions of affected electrons. A
whenever the spacecraft trajectory crosses any contour principal parameter is the local fraction (1 - lB) of observtwice in a macrosignatureregion, and the radial locationsof able electronswhich mirror abovethe local B/B o positionof
these minima would be determined by the contour configu- the absorbing satellite. These fractions are determined by
rationsin L andB/B o. On this basisthe observationsshould the local pitch angle anisotropies.The residual fractionslB,
show intensity minima for all macrosignatures,except Umcorrespondingto those electrons mirroring below the local
briel outbound where only single contour crossings are satellite latitude, are shown in Figure 13 for different conevident for the latter in Figure 12. As is clearly evident in the stant values of n and B/B o as a function of the satelliteAriel region, the more nearly vertical (i.e., isotropic) config- independent,radial parameterL/Lmin. Since the calculated
urations of contours crossed nearer the minimum-B equator curves are used only for illustrative purposes, the satellite
are associatedwith smaller displacementsof intensity min- coordinates in B and L are taken from the OTD field model.
ima from the minimum-L regions,while largerdisplacements
The macrosignatureswould be affected differently for
further away from the equator appear in conjunction with observations at low and high magnetic latitudes by the
increasing anisotropy. Since larger local anisotropies are orbital geometry. Near the magnetic equator,fB increases
associatedwith relatively lower omnidirectional fluxes at rapidlywith L/Lmin and shouldstronglyaffectthe macrosighigherlatitudes, the intensity minima would naturally move nature profile. At higher magnetic latitudes all electrons
radially outward in the direction of increasinganisotropiesas mirror above the satellite orbit over increasingly wide rethe spacecraft latitude increased.
gions, wherein fa --- 1 is constant. The effect of more
The observed depth of an intensity minimum can also be isotropic distributions is also to increase the radial zone of
affected by the direction of the spacecraft trajectory, an potentially strong absorption and weaken the fa depenexample being the difference between the rather flat mini- dence. However, the observed radial widths of the macromum region of the inbound Miranda signaturefor > 1.1-MeV
signaturesshow only weak variations with latitude, and the
electrons in comparison to the considerably greater depth effects of electron sourcesor diffusion may be more imporoutbound.

This

difference

arose in the observations

from

nearly parallel movement inbound along contours at L •5.4-6.0 and the nearly perpendicular movement across the
corresponding contours outbound. The absence of an inboundminimum for higher-energyelectrons(>3 MeV) in the
Miranda region may be explained in a similar manner.

tant.

6.

ELECTRON

SOURCES AND DIFFUSION

The observations of finite electron intensities in spatial
regions swept by satellites provide clear indications of
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significanteffects by radial transport processesand/or distributed, in situ electron sources. If sweeping losses were
not replenished, CRS should have found negligible electron
intensities as Voyager 2 passed latitudinally above the satellite orbits, where the entire electron population would
eventually be absorbed in the absence of diffusion. Further
indications of electron replenishment are provided by the
absence of recognizable, localized absorption features near
the minimum-L positions of satellites, where maximal
sweeping [Paonessa and Cheng, 1987] would otherwise
totally deplete electrons at all pitch angles, and by the
outward displacements of observed intensity minima with
respect to these positions, One might expect that intensity
minima for 'all electron energies should also be found near
minimum L. Inconsistency of this expectation with the
observations at MeV energies suggeststhat replenishment,
probably driven in part by diffusion, occurs in the sweeping
regions.
Sweeping Time Scales
1.0

1.1

1.2

The primary factor characterizing satellite sweeping of
electrons mirroring near or above the satellite orbit is the

time scale Tss for absorptionof all suchelectronswithin a
given drift shell in the absenceof radial transport. In the limit
that the satellite radius r s is much larger than the electron

1.3

1.4

L / Lmi
n
Fig. 14. Calculatedsweepingtimes Tss alongorbit of satellite
as function of L/Lmin for a = 90ø at various electron energiesfor
Miranda (M) and Umbriel (U).

gyroradius
ra, so"leapfrogging"
effectscanbe ignored,this
time scaleis approximately2 •rTs/NwrdAt. Ts is the synodic
minimanearminiorbital period of the satellitein the corotationframe of the whereTss --• 102hoursin theintensity
planetary mogneticfield, O)rdis the longitudinaldrift fre- mum L. Although the signaturesfor higher-energyelectrons
quency of the electrons relative to the Keplerian motion of
the satellite in the corotation frame, At is the time interval of
direct contact between the local drift shell and the satellite

duringeachsing!esweeping
episode,andN is thenumberof
such episodes (typically four) at the same L value per
synodic orbit. Expressionsfor O)rdand At are given by
Paonessa and Cheng [1987], Cheng et al. [1987], and Cooper

show deeper intensity minima, the displaced positions of
these minima are located such that the local sweepingtimes
are still about 102 hours. The lack of observedfeaturesfrom
sweeping on shorter time scales near minimum L for the
MeV

electrons indicates

that diffusion and/or other sources

must compensatefor rapid lossesin the minimum-L region.
The absence of a "microsignature" in the outbound mini[1990], the latter giving the radial dependenceof At at mum-L region of Umbriel has provided our best test for
L/Lmin • 1.01with maximalvaluesnearL = Lmin + reft. The diffusive replenishment on small spatial scales and can be
effectiveradiusreft for absorptionis the sumof the satellite's usedto set limits on diffusionparametersin conjunctionwith
geometric
radiusrs andtheelectrongyroradius
ra, thelatter calculations of sweeping times, as discussedfurther on in
defining the dimension of the local electron flux tube. At this section.
The relatively short time scalesfor electron replenishment
L/Lmin > 1.01 we use the Paonessaand Chengapproximation for At.
in the macrosignaturesrule out the extremely weak source
The radial dependenceof the calculated sweeping times [e.g., Blake et al., 1983; Cooper, 1983] of energetic electrons
Tss is shownin Figure 14 for selectedenergiesof electrons from cosmic ray albedo neutron decay (CRAND) as a
mirroring at the latitude of the satellite orbit on the local drift probable source. The CRAND source strength for electrons
shell. Although the 22-keV profile for Umbriel shows an and protons would be several orders of magnitude lower
exceptionally divergent radial form as it approaches the from cosmic ray interactions in the thin rings and the
longitudinaldrift resonancelimit (i.e., O)rdequals satellite hydrogen-helium atmosphere as compared to the source
angularvelocity fl m in corotatingmagneticframe) in the 20- from interactions with Saturn's main rings. At Saturn, trapto 40-keV range [Cooper, 1990]at larger L values, the other ping times of the order of 10 years are required for buildup of
profiles are dominated by the radial dependenceof At and CRAND protons to the observed intensities, whereas
show the strongestabsorptionwhere expected. For protons trapped particles in the Uranian magnetospheremay be
and higher-energyelectronsthe sharp spatial structure near removed on far shorter time scalesby satellite sweepingin
minimum L would be smoothedby leapfroggingeffects.
the affectedregionsof the magnetosphere.The high intensiThe satellite signaturesfor LECP and CRS electron pro- ties of sub-MeV electron fluxes found by LECP [Krimigis et
files in Figure 4 provide a measureof the most relevant time al., 1986; Mauk et al., 1987] cannot be accounted for by beta
scales for satellite sweeping in the macrosignatures. The decay except perhapsat energiesnear 20-40 keV where Tss
LECP profile for 112- to 183-keV electrons shows minimal theoretically has very large values due to longitudinal drift
absorption
features
andcorresponds
to Tss->103hours,
the resonance. Even in this case, the resonant electron lifetimes
drop in intensity near 1630 SCET being mainly due to the and the electron sources would be dominated by radial
spacecraft's large latitudinal excursion near that time. The transport, so the CRAND source would have negligible
first significantsignsof absorptionappear at 480-853 keV effect, as confirmedby the lack of resonancestructure in the
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LECP electron spectraat these energies[Mauk et al., 1987].
At higher electron energies the Uranian CRAND source
drops rapidly above the 0.8-MeV beta endpoint energy for
decay in the neutron rest frame. As calculated by Nakada
[ 1963] and others, less than 10% of beta electrons are emitted
at energiesabove 1 MeV in the laboratory frame for typical
source neutron energies of the order of 100 MeV. Only a
very few electrons, emitted in the forward direction, will
approachthe 1.1-MeV energy thresholdfor parent neutrons
above 26 MeV.

I

I
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The source neutron flux above 600 MeV,

+

required to produce more than half the electrons above
threshold, is still lower by at least another order of magnitude as comparedto the 100-MeV neutronflux [e.g., Cooper,
1983].

ILl 06 - +o
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Evidence for Distributed Sources

Analysis of phase spacedensitiesis required to determine
if the source required for electron replenishment in the
macrosignatures can be accounted for by inward diffusion
and acceleration alone, perhaps complemented by pitch
angle scattering, or if other sources, such as magnetospheric
recirculation, make additional contributions. Monotonically
increasingradial profilesof phasespacedensity at increasing
L indicate inward diffusion, while local minima in macrosignaturespoint to additional sources.A positive overall radial
gradient is evident in the density profiles of MeV electrons
[Stone et al., 1986], but the profiles within macrosignatures
require closer study. The report of local density minima in
most macrosignatures at sub-Mev energies [Cheng et al.,
1987], and the relatively deeper intensity minima found at
MeV energies, suggestthat the higher-energymeasurements
discussed here should provide critical tests of electron
source origin.
For a phase spacedensityf(M, K, L), defined in terms of
the three adiabatic trapping invariants [e.g., Schulz and
Lanzerotti, 1974], the relation to differential flux j(L, E, B,

B/Bo=5.O

lO 5 -

5

,.

6

7

8

I

I

I

I

9

lO

11

12

1.5

L(Q3)
Fig. 15. PhasespacedensityprofilesversusL (Q3) for indicated
values of the differential power law index 3'and for extrapolations of
the measuredintensitiesto different values of B/Bo. For constant
values of the first adiabatic invariant M, the calculated phase space

densities
areproportional
to C(L)(Bi/B)nL3+37/2
forcounting
rate
C(L) measuredat field magnitudeB 1 and extrapolatedto B with the
omnidirectionalvalues of n from the middle panel of Figure 12. The
selectedvalues of M are arbitrary for L-dependent energies above
1.1 MeV

at constant

M.

thanL -3-3•/2, Of/OLis positiveandthe localdiffusion
is
inward; otherwise, outward diffusion is inferred.

A key conditionfor the validity of the above approachis
a) isœ= j/p 2, wherean electronof massm, constant
first
invariant
M = p 2 sin2 a/2mB,andconstant
second
invariant that a pancake-typedistributionmeaningfullyrepresentsthe
K = j2/8mM variesin energyandlocalpitchangleduring local pitch angledistribution.This allowsthe radial variation
of the omnidirectional flux to be separatedfrom latitudinal
is the path integral•p cos a ds of the momentumcomponent variationswith respectto B/B o as in J(L, B/Bo) ocJo(L)(Bo/
parallel to the local field line of differential length ds between B) n. This condition would not hold in the case of pitch angle
the conjugatemirror points. For equatorially mirroring elec- scattering, which would also violate the second invariant,
trons(K = J = 0) the productp2L3 is constant,so such and such scatteringshouldtherefore be regarded as a potenparticles are acceleratedduring inward diffusion. In order to tial "local source" in the event that local densityminimaare
simplify this preliminary analysis, we assumethat electrons found.
Figure 15 shows the result of computing phase space
of constantM and K > 0 move alongradial paths at constant
values of B/B o, a reasonablyvalid approximationfor local densitieswith the McKibben and Simpsonapproach for the
regions with radial dimensions of individual macrosigna- indicatedvaluesof 3'andB/Bo. The range 3'"' 5-8 coversthe
tures.
spectra above 1.1 MeV and is based on interpretation of
The sign of the radial gradient for local phase space integralelectronintensitiesabove1.1 and 3.1 MeV [Stoneet
density can be inferred from integral counting rate data, al., 1986]and pulse height analysisof energy depositsin the
provided (1) that anisotropydata are available to extrapolate D1 detector of TET [Selesnick and Stone, 1991; J. F.
the measured omnidirectional intensities to arbitrary latitu- Cooper,unpublisheddata, 1986].The measuredspectrado
dinal positions on the local drift shell and (2) that a power not show strong spectral variations in the 1- to 2-MeV range
law form j(E) ocE-• approximatesthe differential energy which dominatesthe D 1 countingrate, althoughit is evident
distribution with no significantradial variation in 3'. Follow- from the profilesshownin Figure 4 and elsewherethat strong
ing the approachof McKibben and Simpson[ 1980], we write variations occur near and above 3 MeV in the Miranda
the L dependenceof the phase spacedensity as œ(M, L) oc sweepingregion. For the present analysiswe believe it is
A(L, B)L3+37/2for relativistic
electrons,
whereA(L, B) is sufficientto assumea constant spectral index; the work of
the local integral intensity above a fixed energy threshold Selesnick and Stone will address this point further. The
(e.g., 1.1 MeV). If A(L, B) increases with L more rapidly omnidirectionalfluxes at B/B o = 1.0 and 3.0 are extrapodiffusive violation of the third invariant, L. The J parameter
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lated usingthe omnidirectionalvalues of the pancakeindex
(n) in Figure 12. The extrapolation is done with respect to
dead-time-corrected (see the appendix) D1L event rates
measured along the Voyager trajectory in L and B/Bo
coordinates. The missing data points at L = 8.4-9.0 arise
from errors in calculating n near the inbound-outbound
latitudinal crossover, while other breaks in the profiles are
due to data gaps.
Independentof the assumedspectralindex or latitudinal
location, there are clearly deep density minima in the macrosignaturesof Miranda, Ariel, and Umbriel. These features
cannot be removed by reasonable radial variations of the
spectral index within the limits of the measurementsat 1-2
MeV. The radial dimensions of the density macrosignatures
are comparable to those of the intensity macrosignatures,
althoughthe anisotropy structure does produce some quantitative differencesin the shapeand depth of the profiles.The
Ariel densityprofile at high latitude has an obviousoutward
displacementwith respect to the local minima of the equatorial profiles, which show no significant spectral dependence. The overall decline in density inward from L = 13
suggestsa strong,if not dominant, role by inward diffusion.
The local density minima may then indicate additional
contributions by internal sources and/or the nonadiabatic
effects of pitch angle scattering.

dependenceon the independentvariablesof the sourceterm,
in that we do not know the source a priori, the parameters

Diffusion Coefficients

outside
thatregion,andfinding
anIo valueof4 x 10-7 Rj2/s,

The transportof trapped radiation at constantfirst (M) and
second(K) invariant is representedby the differential equation [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]

OfL2
0•{DLL
OL
L2 •Of)
M,K

--=

•

+ SM,K -- LM,K

(1)

fits for D• and S will retain large uncertaintiesuntil the
sources are better understood. In the present analysis we
insteadutilize an empiricalmethodfor estimatingD•L which
is based on dimensionalarguments and gross physical parameters (e.g., radial width and average sweepingrate) for
the observedmacrosignatures.The empirical values of D•
are then comparedwith those from the two LECP analyses
cited above and found to be in reasonable agreement.
The publishedworks on electron sweepingby Io in the
Jovian magnetosphere
provide comparativetestsof different

empirical methodsfor estimatingD•. For an Io sweeping
region of radial dimensionAL, Mogro-Campero and Fillius

[1976]useda simplecoefficient
of theformDLL "• (AL)2/
4TD, where a time scale TD is required for an electronto
diffuse across this region. In equilibrium this time scale is
nominally equal to that required for sweepingto reduce the
ambient electron intensity (i.e., in the absenceof sweeping)
to the observed minimum level within the satellite signature.
The above authors also used a second method incorporating
information on measured local gradients in phase space
density. The two methods yielded diffusion coefficientsin

the rangeof 3 x 10-8 to 4 x 10-7 Rj2/s,thelowervalue
being calculated by the first method. Thomsen et al. [1977]
performed more elaborate calculations, solving for lossy
diffusionwithin the Io sweepingregion and losslessdiffusion
in reasonableagreementwith that from the secondmethod
of Mogro-Campero and Fillius.
Since all the above values for D L• differ only by an order
of magnitude for the case of electrons at Io's orbit, we

postulate
that an intermediate
value,DLL "• (AL)2/TD,

provides a reasonableestimate which can be applied to our
electron macrosignaturesat Uranus. We define the characin which the radial diffusion coefficient is often parameter- teristic radial dimensionsof the observed macrosignaturesat
ized as D LL ocL m. The assumptionof time independence Uranus to be twice the displacementsof the intensityminima
(i.e., long-term averaging) gives Of/Ot = 0, while the loss from the time-averaged minimum-L values of the parent
term L "•f/Tss is determinedfrom the measurementsand satellites. Although these dimensions,listed in Table 2, may
satellite sweepingtheory. For inward diffusion the volume not be the same as those more correctly calculated from
source term S is zero, but distributed sources would give phase spacedensities,it is obviousfrom the radial intensity
nonzero values.
profiles that widths of regionsvisibly affected by sweeping
The most rigorous approach toward deriving values of are roughly approximatedby the listed dimensions,which
DL• is to explicitlydefinethe sourceand lossterms(e.g., via differ by less than a factor of 2 between Miranda and
Umbriel. Using the relatively broad dimensionsof the diffusatellite sweepingtheory), and their dependenceson M, K,
and L, solve equation (1) for f in terms of these parameters, sive profile, as recommendedby Thomsenet al. [1977] in
and determine values of constant coefficients in terms of
regard to Io, ensuresthat the estimated values of DLL are
least squares fits to the measured phase space density minimally affected by time-dependent effects of episodic
profiles. In the simplestcase, where time dependence,pitch sweeping.
angle scattering, and local sources are neglected, this apWe further assumethat the averagesweepingtime Tss at
proach gives well-determined values of the diffusion coeffi- the intensity minimum, also listed in Table 2, roughly
cient and its radial dependence as found in the work of approximatesTD within an order of magnitude.Sincethese
Cheng et al. [1987] and Hood [1989], who analyzed the sweeping
timesare 102-103hours,theyareappropriate
to
LECP phase space density data. However, since this case the approachof Thomsenet al. for long-term averagingover
does not allow for effects of local sources, the fits are best for many individual sweepingepisodes. Since no signsof local
data without significant local minima in macrosignatures. sweepingappear near minimum L in CRS macrosignatures
This limitation confinesthe validity of the analytic approach with local intensity and density minima, it would not be valid
to the lowest LECP particle energieswhich show minimal, if to use the minimum-L sweeping rate, as done by Cheng et
any, local minima in intensity or phase space density pro- al. [ 1987]for the low-energy electron signaturesfrom LECP,
files. At higher energies one must explicitly include finite to model losses characteristic of the CRS macrosignatures.
source terms to obtain meaningful fits to the CRS macrosigOur estimatedvalues for D LL in Table 2 lie in the range
natures (R. S. Selesnick and E. C. Stone, unpublished 10-7-10-6 R •j/Sfortheobserved
macrosignatures
andagree
manuscript, 1990). Since we can only guessat the functional within a factor of 2 for differentB/B o on the sameL shell.

at
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Satellite
a
M
M
A
A
U
U

IB/OBb
IB
OB
IB
OB
IB
OB
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Estimated Diffusion CoefficientsFrom Satellite Signatures

MA/MIc
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MI

L

B/Bod

AL

Tss

5.41
5.28
7.84
7.70
10.74
10.286

2.86
1.28
3.09
1.50
1.00
2.10

0.65
0.39
0.75
0.47
0.70
0.04

401 hours
282 hours
144 hours
105 hours
81 hours
53 min

DLL, R b/s
2.9
1.5
1.1
5.8
1.7
>5.0

x
x
x
x
x
x

10-7
10-7
10-6
10-7
10-6
10-7

aMiranda (M), Ariel (A), or Umbriel (U).

binbound
(IB) or outbound
(OB)signature.
CMacrosignature(MA) or microsignature(MI).

dValues
for Voyager2 only.
sistent with diffusion driven directly by magnetic impulses,
which preferentially affect particles trapped near the equator
[see Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, Figure 26].
The inferred radial dependence is similar to that expected
Chengetal. [1987]
foundDœœ
--•(5-9)x 10-7 R•/s fromthe
LECP measurementsof phase space densitiesfor sub-MeV for diffusiondriven by an ionosphericdynamo, analogousto
electrons in the Ariel macrosignature. The more recent that proposedto account for high diffusion rates in the inner
analysis
byHood[1989]finds--•6x 10-7 R•/s forelectrons magnetosphereof Jupiter [e.g., Schulz, 1979]. Hood [1989]
at constant M = 50 MeV/gauss near L = 7.7, which also finds a low-order L dependence for low-energy eleccorrespondsto the lowest LECP electron responserange of trons and ions in the LECP macrosignatures and concludes
22-35 keV. Since these LECP values are close to those in
that the ionospheric dynamo is dominant. He further notes
Table 2 for Ariel within uncertainties at the order of magni- that the random electric field variations expected from the
tude level, we do not resolve any significantenergy depen- dynamo process at Uranus would be sufficient to produce
dence in the D• values derived from low- and high-energy the inferred diffusion rates. Such L dependence is also
electron measurements. This level of agreement is very invoked to describe low-altitude transport in the magnetosurprising in view of the completely different physical as- spheric recirculation model [Fujirnoto and Nishida, 1990a,
sumptions(i.e., radially monotonicprofile versus local min- b], which may explain the anisotropy variations within the
CRS macrosignatures.
ima) and needs to be confirmed by more quantitative work.
The predicted (but undetected) outbound encounter with
an Umbriel drift shadow (see section 4) provides a lower
7.
CONCLUSIONS
limit from microsignature analysis which is consistent with
the above values. As shown previously in Figure 7, the
The observed profiles of the macrosignatures are best
potentially observable shadow in 1.1- to 1.5-MeV electrons interpreted as quasi-stable features in which the timewould have been traversed by Voyager 2 at L = 10.275- integrated effects of electron source injection, satellite
10.316(Q3), where AL --• 0.04 and t --• 53 min, for drift over sweeping,and radial transport are in equilibrium. The lack of
a magnetic longitude interval of 277ø. The initial depletion at correlation for observed intensity minima with the most
1.1-1.5 MeV would have been nearly total due to the recent positionsof maximal sweepingclearly showsthe lack
equatorial location of Umbriel near minimum L at 10.275. of time dependence with respect to individual sweeping
Diffusive fill-in to a fractional level of 0.7 would give a limit episodesas each satellite crossesthe minimum-B equator.
DLL > 5 x 10-7 R •/s, basedon comparison
to diffusive The presenceof electron intensity minima in regions where
profiles calculated for microsignaturesby Van Allen et al.
sweeping
timescales
arelong(102-10
3hours)
isindicative
of
[1980]. The slope transition of the macrosignatureprofile at minimal effectsfrom individual sweepingepisodesoccurring
this position may have made shallower, but broader micro- at much shorter intervals. The observations of nonzero
signaturesmore difficult to detect. For fill-in levels above 0.9 electron intensitiesin regions swept at any finite level by the
thecorresponding
limitswouldbeDLL > 4 x 10-6 R •/s. In satellites prove that the electrons are continuously replenthe Umbriel sweeping region the macrosignature value ished by some source process, which can be either direct
DLL"• 2 x 10-6 R •/s agrees
attheorderofmagnitude
level local injection from a distributed, internal source or radial
with these limits.
transport into the swept region from injection sites elseThe similar radial widths of the Miranda, Ariel (out- where in the magnetosphere. The local minima in phase
bound), and Umbriel macrosignaturessuggest that D LL space density profiles for sub-MeV electrons from LECP
cannot vary stronglywith L if DLL is independentof energy [Cheng et al., 1987], and the similar results for MeV elecand if we ignorethe relatively smallradial variationsin Tss. trons from our present work, are consistentwith effects of
At comparablepositionsin B/Bo the power law dependence distributed source injection which replenish the swept reof D LL on L is Lm, where m --• 3.2-3.6 is consistentwith gions via inward and outward diffusion from neighboring
valuesof DLL in Table2. SinceDLL "• L •0wouldbemore regions where sweeping is less effective and injected eleccharacteristic of diffusion driven by externally induced fluc- trons build up to higher intensity levels.
Radial inward diffusion and acceleration provides a welltuations in magnetosphericfields [e.g., Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974], the radial transport of energetic electrons at known source of MeV electrons from lower-energy reserUranus may be driven by other processes. The apparent voirs in the outer magnetosphere.Generally positive radial
increasein DLL with magneticlatitude would alsobe incon- gradientsin phasespacedensitiesof suchelectrons [Stone et

Increasing radial displacementsat higher B/Bo give correspondinglylarger empirical values of D LL, although these
may be artifacts of our estimation method. In comparison,
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APPENDIX:

al., 1986] indicate that such adiabatic diffusion processes

play a significant
role at Uranus.Althoughthe •L3-L 4

CRS INSTRUMENTATION
AND RESPONSE

radial dependenceof our macrosignature-derivedvalues for
D LL is inconsistent with that expected for conventional
diffusiondriven by magneticor electric impulses,it is similar
to that expected for diffusion driven by electric fields from
the ionosphericdynamo [e.g., Schulz, 1979]. Recent work by
Hood [1989] gives a similar result from modeling of phase
space densities derived from LECP data for sub-MeV elec-

The full complement of charged particle telescopesin the
CRS includes two high-energy telescopes(HET-I and HETII), four low-energy telescopes(LET-A, B, C, and D), and
the electron telescope (TET) [Stone et al., 1977; Stilwell et
al., 1979]. Previous radiation damage or electronic malfunctions precluded multiple-coincidenceanalysisfor HET-I and
LET-B. For the Uranus encounter the configurationsof all
trons and protons.
CRS telescopes were chosen to allow optimal observations
Since phase space density analysis indicates deviations over a wide range of potential trapped radiation intensities
from simple inward diffusion in regions of strong losses to [Stone et al., 1986]. HET-I cycled every 3.2 min between
satellite sweeping, additional sourcesfrom magnetospheric high- and low-gain states for measurements of low- and
recirculation or other processes requiring nonadiabatic high-intensity radiation environments, whereas HET-II was
transport modes may be required. The casefor recirculation operated continuously in low-gain mode. The TET configuis currently supported by the more isotropic electron distri- ration provided continuous energy analysis of electron
butions near regions of strong sweeping, where this process events in the front D1 detector, while also allowing analysis
may provide the most effective replenishment source. The of multiple-coincidence events in the other detectors, D2recirculation model has been recently successfulin account- D7. Events in the anticoincidence shields of HET-I and TET
ing for energetic electron measurements of spectra and were excluded from analysis to prevent excessive analysis
anisotropies at Earth [Fujimoto and Nishida, 1990a] and dead time in the event of high shield event rates.
Jupiter [Fujimoto and Nishida, 1990b] and may be generally
The cycling and rate samplingfrequencieswere kept at the
applicable to Uranus as well. Alternatively, effects of pitch same level throughout the encounter, primarily becausewe
angle scattering alone [Selesnick and Stone, 1991] might could not anticipate the morphology of an unknown magsupplement transport by adiabatic inward diffusion and netosphere. The highesttime resolution was provided by the
account for the anisotropy results.
TAN counting rate and by B2L (HET-II), these rates being
In presenting a more detailed view of time intensity continuously accumulated at 6-s intervals. The D1L, D1H,
profiles for MeV electrons, we have also compared the and other singles rates were sampled every 96 s in 6-s
observed magnetic coordinates of intensity minima and accumulationintervals, but the HET-I gain cycling produced
maximawith predictionsfrom the Q3 modelfor the planetary lower sampling frequencies for some rates. Large gaps in
magnetic field. In the special case of Voyager 2's passage B2H (HET-I) coverage relative to B2L resulted, for examthrough its minimum L during the encounter, we have found ple, from 3.2-min intervals when HET-I was in low-gain
excellent agreement (AL • 0.01) between the times for mode. The steplike appearances of some consecutive 6-s
predicted and measured maximum intensity, having estab- counts (see Figure 6) were due to digitization error in
lished that maximum intensity should be found near the eight-bit rate accumulators which prevent resolution of
minimum-L position. In that case we have verified that the fractional changes smaller than 0.004.
simpler offset, tilted dipole (OTD) model does not allow
accurate

calculation

of L.

On the other hand, we have also graphically demonstrated
that measured positions of minimum electron intensity are
close to, but not coincident with, the minimum-L positions
of satellites, where their sweepingrates are maximal. Electron absorption by the Uranian satellites, particularly at
energies above a few hundred keV, occurs over finite radial
zones and is not localized at minimum L. Although the
observed displacementsof intensity minima from the minimum L are indicative

of effects from diffusion and/or distrib-

uted electron sources, these displacementsare energy dependent and cannot directly constrain magneticfield models
beyond the level already achieved in the preliminary CRS
analysis by Stone et al. [1986].
The 1986 encounter with Uranus has given us a brief but
informative "snapshot" of an energeticelectronpopulation
which shows strong effects of satellite sweeping at higher
energiesin the unique tilted field geometry of the planetary
magnetosphere. The deconvolution of various effects due to
field geometry, sources, sweeping, and diffusion at Uranus
will be difficult but challenging. Although much of the
magnetosphericphysics at Uranus is necessarily similar to
that at Earth, satellite sweepingand macrosignatureformation provide unique probes of magnetosphericdynamicsand
new insightsinto the general physics of planetary magnetospheres.

Thresholds and Geometry Factors

Because of high electron intensities at Uranus and large
accidentalcoincidencerates in the CRS telescopes,the CRS
electron analysis was limited to counting rates and pulse
height data from single detectors. The nominal threshold
energiesand geometric factors for electron counting in each
detector

are listed in Table

A1 and were

determined

with

extrapolated range data [e.g., Evans, 1955] from the angledependentshieldingaround the detector and from the electronic discriminator threshold for energy deposits in the
detector. The bow tie method [Fillius and Mcllwain, 1974;
Van Allen et al, 1974] was used to minimize dependenceof
calculated response parameters on the energy spectra of
incident electrons [Stone et al., 1986]. (Recent laboratory

calibrations,
utilizinga radioactivesource(1ø6Ru)and a
magnetic spectrometer (R. S. Selesnick and M.D. Looper,
unpublished data, 1989), verify that the D1 response is
reasonably well approximated by the bow tie method.) For
electrons we have also tabulated the energies E ew for
penetrationof the detectorwindows and the energiesEes for
penetration of the detectors. The intermediate energy range
E ew-Eesestablishesthe range in which all residual electron
energy is deposited in the detector.
The nominal response parameters in Table A1 may not
characterize the true response for those detectors with
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Nominal Voyager 2 CRS Detector Characteristics

EnergyThresholds
Electronic

Telescope

Threshold,
MeV

Detectora

G Factor c

Eew,
MeV

E en,
MeV
1.1
1.1

Ees,
MeV

Epn,
MeV

A12,
cm2 sr

2.1
1.8

13
16

11
13

1.8
2.1

16
14

TET
HET-I

D1L
B2H

0.5
0.3

0.8
0.9

HET-I/II
TET

B2L
D 1H

2.0
2.5

0.9
0.8

HET-I
HET-I
HET-I

C4H
C2H
C3H

1.0
1.0
1.0

2.3
2.3
5.1

3.1
3.1
6.0

4.9
5.0
7.8

28
28
47

HET-I/II
HET-I/II
HET-I/II

C4L
C2L
C3L

5.3
5.3
5.3

2.3
2.3
5.1

(7.6)a
(8.5)a
(10.3)a

4.9
5.0
7.8

30
30
48

(2.7)d
(3.0)•

(17)d
(12)d
21
11
42

(13)a
(13)d
(30)a

aThe letters L and H denote low and high electronicthresholds,respectively, for the TET D1 detector. For the HET rates these letters
denote low-gain (L) and high-gain(H) states correspondingto high and low electronic thresholds,respectively.

been
andEpnarethenominal
electron
andproton
energy
thresholds,
respectively.
EewtoEesistherange
ofincident
energy
forvertically
incident electronsto stop in the detectorsand be countedwith unit effciency [e.g., Lupton and Stone, 1972]. All protons at energiesnear

Epnwill stopin the corresponding
detectors.
CBow tie geometric factors calculatedfor nominal electron threshold. These do not include electron detection efficiencies.

aThenominal
response
parameters
maynotaccurately
represent
theactualelectron
response
if Een> Ees(seesection
4).
sufficientlyhigh electronic thresholdsthat E en > E es. In
these casesthe actual detector responseswould most likely
be weighted toward larger incidence angles where reduced
geometric factors allow longer path lengths through the

detectorand satisfythe triggeringconditionthat Ees • Een.
The corresponding energy thresholds in these cases would
depend on the external shielding configurationsat the larger
incidence angles. If the energy spectra of the incident
electrons happen to fall off so rapidly with energy that
relatively few electrons are incident at energies above the
nominal threshold, the detector response could become
dominated by pulse pileup from multiple electrons at ener-

gies in the rangeE ewto E es. Althoughthesemore complex
response factors require further study, we will refer to the
nominal parameters for the present work.
Electron-Proton

Discrimination

The relative sensitivity of single CRS detectors to electrons and protons may be assessedin part from the data in
Table A1, where we have also tabulated the proton energy
thresholds computed from the same external shielding parameters

as were

used to calculate

the nominal

electron

thresholds. The thresholds are generally much smaller for
electrons, which would then dominate the responseof each
detector for incident particle spectra falling off rapidly at
MeV energies, even if the electron and proton fluxes at the
same energy were comparable. The pairs of low and high
electronic thresholdsfor the samedetectorsprovide the best
available test for the presence of a higher-energy proton
component. The increasesin the electronic threshold greatly
change the electron thresholdsbut have little effect on those
for protons. For example, the D1 threshold increases from
1.1 to 3.0 MeV for electrons but only from 13 to 14 MeV for
protons. For most other detectors the changes in proton
thresholds

are less than 1 MeV.

This effect arises from the

relatively greater fraction of incident energy lost by the
protons in penetrating external shielding and from the relatively larger decreasein differential energy loss per unit path
length with increasing proton energy. If the observed time
profiles and counting rates from the same detector at dif-

ferent electronic thresholds were comparable, a significant
proton response would be clearly indicated. Otherwise, a
much larger response at the lower threshold would be
indicative

of electrons.

There is no direct evidence for a significant high-energy
proton componentin the part of the Uranian magnetosphere
explored by Voyager 2. Initial reports of energetic particle
spectra at Uranus [Stone et al., 1986; Krimigis et al., 1986]
indicate that proton fluxes are generally lower than those of
electrons up to 10 MeV, the upper limit of the available
measurements for finite proton fluxes. A significant highenergy component above 63 MeV was ruled out near closest
approach to the planet by Stone et al. They also defined an

L-dependent
momentum
limit7.0/L2 GV for stableadiabatic
trapping of chargedparticles. This limit precludes significant
trapped proton fluxes at L >- 6.6. On the other hand, their
analysis did not rule out protons in the 13- to 63-MeV range
in the Miranda sweepingand close approach regions. However, the very different counting rates registered at different
energy thresholds in these regions for the same physical
detectors (e.g., D1L-D1H, C4H-C4L, C2H-C2L; see Figures
10, 11, and A1) argue against significantproton fluxes in this
intermediate range.
The different shapesof energetic electron and proton time
profiles also allow a measure of discrimination for particle
type. The relative levels of the counting rate peaks at 1830
SCET and 2000 SCET in Figure 4 are characteristic of

energeticelectronresponseat energiesabove 102 keV,
whereas the LECP proton counting rates at 0.2-2 MeV
[Krimigis et al., 1986; Mauk et al., 1987] and the 22- to
35-keV electron profile in Figure 4 show a higher peak near
2000 SCET than at the spacecraft's minimum-L value. This
secondpeak is associatedwith the spacecraft's proximity to
the minimum-B equator as shown in Figure 2. The LECP
authors noted that the inbound fluxes for protons above 0.54
MeV were 3 orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding outbound fluxes in the radial region between the minimum-L positions of Miranda and Ariel. This large inboundoutbound asymmetry probably arises from the extreme
anisotropy of pitch angle distributions for stably trapped
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1430 SCET at a local intensity peak would be about 25%

L(Q3)
5.8

5.4

5.0

4.8

4.7

4.67

4.7

4.8 4.9 5.0 5.2

higherthanthe observed
rate.The lowercountratesof 103

5.4

cps near 1345 SCET and 1600 SCET would require dead time
corrections of only 2%. We therefore conclude that CRS
counting rates near minimum levels in satellite absorption
signaturesare sufficiently linear to allow accurate measurements of the positions of those minima without discriminator
dead time corrections. We do, however, make these corrections to facilitate latitude extrapolations of omnidirectional
fluxesin the CRS anisotropy(see section5) and phase space
density (see section 6) analyses.
The TAN rate response in the close approach region is
more complex, because of the anticoincidence with D1H

CPA
5o

"-....

D1L

. ..-

.

ß eeeeeeeeeß

ß

ß

ß

•

30

n'

0

ß

20

ß

events,andshowsa rolloverat 4 x 104cpsanda decline
towarda localminimum
of2 x 104cpswhichoccurs
at 1836

.. TA•

(+-3 min) SCET and L = 4.68. This positionis very near that
of minimum L for Voyager 2, as discussedin section 2. The
maximum D1H rate and the minimum TAN rate correspond

MaximumIntensity ß
L -- 4.68 __.0.01

(18:36 +_.3
m)

to the maximum

ß

10
ß

ß

ß

ß

17:30

17:45

18:00

18:15
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i

18:30

18:45

19:00

19:15

19:30

Time(SCET)
January24, 1986
Fig. A1.

Integral countingrates in the inner magnetospherefor

three discriminator

levels of the D1 detector

in the electron

tele-

scope (TET): D1L (>I.I-MeV
electrons), D1H (>3.0-MeV electrons), and TAN (D 1L.D 1H). The TAN rates are shown at maximal
resolutionof 6 s with broken curves, the breaksindicatingdata gaps,
while the other two rates are available in one 6-s interval every 96 s.
The vertical arrows mark the closestpoint of approach(CPA) in L
to Uranus and the approximate location of maximum electron
intensity. Note that TAN reachesa local minimum near CPA due to
the high veto rate from D1H.

protons at higher energiesin this region. In comparisonthe
dead-time-corrected counting rates for MeV electrons from
CRS differ by no more than 1 order of magnitude inbound
and outboundin the sameregion, so significantcontributions
to the nominal electron profilesfrom protonsat much higher
energies are improbable.
Linearity of Counting Rates

The highest counting rate levels were registered by CRS
inside the orbit of Miranda and provided an opportunity to
test the nonlinear responseof the CRS counting electronics
under extreme conditions. In Figure A1 the following counting rates are shown for the period 1730-1930 SCET from
three D1 discriminators: D1L, D1H, and TAN. The first two
respondto energy depositsabove 0.5 and 2.5 MeV, respectively, while the third triggerspulse height analysisfor D1L
events with no D1H trigger (i.e., TAN events satisfy the
logic condition D1L.D1H).

The D1L rate saturates
at •5 x 104countsper second
(cps), correspondingto a minimumretriggertime 'rr -'* 20/•S
for the associated electronic discriminator in CRS, which
gives us a key parameter to estimate dead time corrections
elsewhere.

The

true

D1L

incidence

rate R can then be

approximated by R -- C/(1 - Crr) in terms of C, the
observedraw countingrate. For example, the true rate near

electron

fluxes which are observed

within

AL --•0.01 of the closestpoint of approachin L to Uranus at
L --• 4.67. The sum of TAN and D1H rates is nearly the
saturatedD1L rate, consistentwith the trigger condition for
TAN. The slight depressionof D1L near 1830 SCET may be
due to baselineshift and/or pileup effects, but the ratio of the
observed D1L and TAN rates is determined linearily by the
D1H anticoincidence as expected. Thus we see no evidence
of significant electronic distortions which might have affected counting rates with higher energy thresholds in this
region.
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